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Our Mission:
The mission of Saint Mary Academy is to educate students spiritually, academically, emotionally, and socially
through a curriculum rooted in the Roman Catholic faith. Students are educated in a manner that fosters
academic excellence, provides a supportive atmosphere and develops students to be morally responsible
members of their church and community.

Dear Parents,
I have often viewed spring as a time of renewal. As the temperatures
grow warmer and the sun shines longer, new life sprouts. Something
about the season causes me to reflect on the past as well as look
forward to good things ahead. After the recent cold, challenging
winter months we navigated through together, spring signifies hope
of new beginnings. Now, as we breathe in the fresh, clean air, it
seems to awaken parts of us that went dormant during the colder
months. Many of the changes we faced throughout the past year felt
unwelcomed, however, spring is a lovely reminder of how beautiful
change can be. Just as a flower emerges from deep roots in the
ground, I believe that we, as a community, have planted many deep
roots this year. We have sprouted deeper faith, continuous hope,
and enduring love. We have acquired greater meaning in just being
present with those most important to us. With this newfound sense
of what is truly important in life, I pray that you feel a renewed spirit
this spring.
Have a wonderful weekend!

CORE VALUES
Building a foundation
for lifelong learning by:
Opening hearts to faith
Opening minds to knowledge
Opening hands to service
Opening eyes to the world
Achieving extraordinary lives

Mrs. Julie Speer
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Important Dates
3/24 - School Liturgy (Gr. 5-8) @ 8:15 am
11:30 Early Dismissal
3/25 - School Liturgy (Gr. 2-4) @ 8:15 am
(3/29 - 4/2) – Spring Break

\

It’s that time of the year again! 😊

SAVE

Please be sure to order your 2020-21
SMA Yearbook online by March 26 th!

your
BOX TOP
and
PULL TABS

https://ybpay.lifetouch.com/Order/SelectJob

Yearbook ID code is:
11038221

CELEBRATING
ST. PATRICK’S DAY
A big THANK YOU to Mr. Bell for
bringing the teachers and staff a
special afternoon treat.
SHAMROCK SHAKES!
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Kindergarten tries their ‘luck’ at trappping a Leprechaun…

The celebration
continues…
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